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Part Two: Completion
Instructions:  Provide the word or words to complet the following statements.
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Part Three: Short Answer
Instructions: Provide information to answer the following question.
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An injured animal may suffer from?

Bleeding internally or externally from blood vessels 

Dark color, free flowing blood is coming from? 

Hemorrhaging

Shock

Artery 

Wound Bandage

Vein

First Aid

Elastic wrap or tape.

Test
Applying Bandages and First Aid

Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

If blood is bright red and spurts with the beat of the heart it comes from where?

Initial care of an injury.

The use of                  will keep wounds clean. 

A                  will restict movement, minimize swelling and control bleeding.

If animal does not have a broken bone, use a                        to prevent further damage.

Apply hand pressure below the wound if blood is coming from                .

A                   is used to stop or slow bleeding, and should be turned every 15 minutes. 

Apply                         directly on to the wound before the bandage. 

Explain how to provide first aid to a bleeding wound. 
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Instructions : Match the term with the correct response. Write and the letter of the term by the definition.

Hemorrhaging Artery Vein

If animal does not have a broken bone, use a   splint               to prevent further damage.

Shock Wound Bandage First Aid

If blood is bright red and spurts with the beat of the heart it comes from where?

Initial care of an injury.

Elastic wrap or tape.

An injured animal may suffer from?

Bleeding internally or externally from blood vessels.

Dark color, free flowing blood is coming from? 

The use of    bandages             will keep wounds clean. 

A pressure bandage   will restict movement, minimize swelling and control bleeding.

Apply hand pressure below the wound if blood is coming from    vein         .

A tourniquet           is used to stop or slow bleeding, and should be turned every 15 minutes. 

Apply   antibiotics                 directly on to the wound before the bandage to prevent infection

Explain how to provide first aid to a bleeding wound. 

Determine where the blood is coming from and apply pressure. 


